OUR

CEBICHES
THE CLASSIC ONES

YAKUMANKA'S CEBICHES

You can find these in any “Cebicherias”
in Lima… The portions are ideal to share

Created specially for
Yakumanka Barcelona

CEBICHE MIXTO
Freshly diced catch of the day, mussels, shrimps,
deep fried squid, corn and fried corn 22

CEBICHE APALTADO
Freshly diced catch of the day, grilled octopus
with yellow chili pepper and avocado 24

CEBICHE PUNTA HERMOSA
Freshly diced bonito (northern sea tuna), squid,
Tsea snails, corn, cucumber and sweet potato 20

CEBICHE BACHICHE
Freshly diced catch of the day, scallop “leche de tigre”,
peppers, basil and cherry tomatoes 21

CEBICHE CLÁSICO
Freshly diced catch of the day, corn, sweet potato,
and fried corn. 23

CEBICHE CREMOSO
Freshly diced northern salmon, avocado and pepper “leche
de tigre”, cucumber, corn, avocado and crispy quinua 23

DELICIOUS

TIRADITOS
TIRADITO CLÁSICO
Freshly cut catch of the day, with a yellow pepper
“leche de tigre”, fried seaweed, and “chalaca”,
freshly diced onion and tomato salad 22

TIRADITO ACHIFADO
Freshly cut bonito (northern sea tuna),
tupinambo “leche de tigre”, chili pepper
“pachikay” and sweet potato 19

TIRADITO NIKKEI
Freshly cut tuna, with pickled pepper “leche de
tigre”, green mango and crispy quinua 24

TIRADITO MEDITERRÁNEO
Freshly cut catch of the day, peppers and
parmesan, and a rocoto “leche de tigre” 22

COLD STARTERS
OYSTERS
Natural, with rocoto, yellow pepper, nikkei,
or grilled (your choice) 5

OUR SPECIALS

Please ask our waitstaff what the sea has to offer

CHORITOS A LA CHALACA
Mussels, covered in “chalaca”, freshly diced onion
and tomato salad), with a touch of “leche de tigre”
and fried corn 5
LECHE DE TIGRE ROMPECALZÓN
The best cure for a hungover, made from fish,
lime and many spices 9
CAUSA DE ATÚN
Cold smashed potato and yellow chili pepper
pie, filled with avocado and covered in tuna
and creamy chili pepper sauce 16
CAUSA DE SARDINA Y SOLTERITO DE QUINUA
Cold smashed potato and yellow chili pepper pie,
filled with anchovies, asparagus, quinua, avocado,
mushrooms, and a yellow chili pepper cream 15

Our black boards feature daily “cebiches” and “tiraditos” specials, with the best products
that the Mediterranean Sea has to offer, every day
* Do not hesitate asking our waitstaff any additional information regarding allergies and/or intolerances
*Every day we prepare specials with the best that the sea offers us

HOT STARTERS
QUE TALES CONCHAS
Grilled scallops covered in parmesan cream, or with
a carrot and orange “leche de tigre”, or a tupinambo
“leche de tigre” with fresh tomato and quinua 9
EMPANADAS DE LOMO SALTADO - 2 Units
Sautéed steak patty 9
CROQUETAS PERUANAS
Chicken and yellow chili pepper cream filled croquette 2,5
WANTANES
Fried wontons, filled with seafood. Tamarind
and rocoto sauce aside 12
JALEITA CEBICHERA
Deep fried seafood and fish with “chalaca”,
freshly diced onion and tomato salad, avocado
and banana chips 15

OUR

WOK RICES
ARROZ CHAUFA TAPADITO
Stir fried rice with seafood and vegetables covered
with a shrimp omelet and sweet and chili nikkei sauce 23
ARROZ CHAUFA CHAR SIU
Stir fried rice with sweet and sour pork, fried egg
and an arugula salad 21

THE

ANTICUCHOS
VEAL HEART
Veal heart brochette with potato, white
corn and “carretillera” sauce 13
FREE RANGE CHICKEN
Chicken brochette with potatoes, white
corn and a creamy chili pepper sauce 12
SALMÓN
Nordic salmon brochette, with fried yuca,
white corn and “chimichurri” sauce 15
TRÍO DE ANTICUCHOS
Veal heart, salmon and chicken brochettes all
together with potatoes, corn and special sauces 19

HOT

SIZZLING GRILLS
PLANCHA DE BERBERECHOS
Galician cockles hot grill with yellow chili
pepper sauce 17

ARROZ CON MARISCOS
Stir fried rice with deep fried seafood, avocado,
tomato and onion salad 24

PLANCHA DE NAVAJAS
Galician razor clams hot grill.
Rocoto cream, bacon and parmesan 16

ARROZ NEGRO CRIOLLO
Black rice with tartar filled grilled squid 24

PLANCHA MARINA AL LIMÓN
Catch and seafood of the day hot grill with
“anticuchera” sauce and uchucuta 18

WHOLE FISHES

deep fried nikkei style, grilled with “yellow
leche de tigre” or “cebiche style butter” with
crispy garlic and capers

FROM OUR

HOT KITCHEN
PULPO ANTICUCHERO
Grilled octopus leg, with “anticuchera” sauce,
chimichurri, and a purple cauliflower puree 26
VENTRESCA DE CORVINA
Seabass belly fried nikkei style with chaufa rice,
or grilled with fried yuca, or anticuchera
*sale according to weight, 10€/ 100gr

PLANCHA DE ESPÁRRAGOS
Asparagus hot grill, with chili pepper noisette,
herring eggs and katsuobushi 15

MEAT

WITH LOTS OF SAUCE
LOMO SALTADO
Sautéed steak with potatoes, tomatoes
and onions, comes with white rice 25
CHORRILLANA A LO POBRE
Grilled sirloin with tacu tacu, fried egg, fried
banana and “criolla”, tomato and onion salad 24

NUESTROS PESCADOS SON SALVAJES,
COMO NUESTROS COCINEROS

* Do not hesitate asking our waitstaff any additional information regarding allergies and/or intolerances
*5% service charge on terrace

